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Developing the full quantum stack
Commercial quantum applications
Quantum algorithms
Quantum and classical libraries
Quantum compilers
Cryogenic runtime operating system
Cryogenic classical control and memory
Quantum bits and quantum gates
Semiconductor/superconductor fab
Materials and Device Simulations on HPC machines
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True and perfect randomness
Quantum mechanics can give true
and perfect random numbers

00

photo detectors

1

semi-transparent
mirror

1. Photon source emits a photon
2. Photon hits semi-transparent mirror
3. Photon follows both paths

photon source

4. The photo detectors see the photon only
in one place: a random bit
|
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The quantum bit (qubit)
Classical bits can be 0 or 1

Schrödinger’s cat paradox

Qubits can be both at once

ψ =

1
1
0 +
1
2
2

⎛ α ⎞
⎟⎟
ψ = α 0 + β 1 = ⎜⎜
⎝ β ⎠
“quantum superposition”
hammer =
glass =

1
1
open +
closed
2
2

1
1
↓ +
↑
2
2

1
1
cat =
dead +
alive
2
2
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Measuring a quantum superposition
▪ when measuring (looking) we only ever get one classical bit: 0 or 1

ψ =α 0 +β 1

0 with probability α

2

1 with probability β

2

α + β =1
2

2

▪ When we measure we always get either 0 or 1!
▪ Quantum random number generator:
prepare and the state

ψ =

1
1
0 +
1
2
2

and measure

An application for a 1-qubit
quantum computer!

Matthias Troyer
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The magic of “quantum entanglement”
A single qubit gives a random bit when measured

ψ =

1
⎡⎣ 0 + 1 ⎤⎦
2

“Entangled states” can give random but identical results

ψ =

1
⎡⎣ 0
2

A

0

B

+1

A

1 B ⎤⎦

Measuring qubit A gives a random result a
Measuring qubit B gives a random result b
However, always a=b no matter how far apart the qubits are
A shared secret key that an be made provably secure!

Matthias Troyer
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Interlude: quantum hardware

Matthias Troyer
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Topological quantum bits: hope for a disruptive breakthrough
Encoding the information into a non-local (topological property) makes it robust
and creates a long-lived “Schrödinger cat”
Split

0 or 1 electrons into two “Majorana” particles and separate them

Matthias Troyer
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Simulating quantum computers on classical computers
Simulating a quantum gate acting on N qubits needs O(2N) memory and
operations
Qubits

Memory

Time for one operation

10
20

16 kByte
16 MByte

microseconds on a smartwatch
milliseconds on smartphone

30
40

16 GByte
16 TByte

seconds on laptop
seconds on cluster

50

16 PByte

minutes on top supercomputers?

60
70

16 EByte
16 ZByte

hours on exascale supercomputer?
days on hypothetical future supercomputer?

…

…

…

250

size of visible universe

age of the universe
Matthias Troyer
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Using Quantum Mechanics for Computing
Quantum mechanics considers all paths at once
It enormously accelerates some calculations by
operating on all inputs simultaneously

Quantum programming and compilation
let QFT (qs : Qs) =
let n = qs.Length - 1
for i = 0 to n do
let q = qs.[i]
Hq
for j = (i + 1) to n do
let theta = 2.0 * Math.PI /
float(1 <<< (j - i + 1))
CRz theta qs.[j] q
for i = 0 to ((n - 1) / 2) do
SWAP qs.[i] qs.[n - i]

cold classical control

Mixed classical and quantum operations
Matthias Troyer
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A classical computer architecture view of quantum algorithms
▪ “A quantum computer can compute on all inputs at once”
Initialize quantum
memory

Prepare quantum
superposition

Compute in
superposition

Reduce

Measure
classical values

0
1

Evolution of the
quantum state:

| |2

1

| |2

7

2
3
4
5
6
7

▪ Pros: An extreme SIMD machine with exponential “vector length”
▪ Cons:
▪ pure SIMD, only reversible logic
▪ very limited readout and small set of reduction operations
Matthias Troyer
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Quantum computing beyond exa-scale

What are the important applications …
… that we can solve on a quantum computer …
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… but not special purpose post-exa-scale classical hardware that we may build in
ten years?

Matthias Troyer
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The D-Wave quantum annealer
An analog quantum device to solve
quadratic binary optimization problems
C(x1 ,..., x N ) = ∑ aij xi x j + ∑ bi xi
ij

with

i

xi = 0,1

Can be built with imperfect qubits
Significant engineering achievement to scale it to two thousand qubits
Nobody knows if it can solve NP-hard problems better than a classical computer
So far no (scaling) advantage has been observed
Matthias Troyer
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Quantum algorithms with quantum speedup
50+ quantum algorithms with quantum speedup, that is
better asymptotic scaling than any classical computer

http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/
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Shor’s algorithm for factoring
Factoring small numbers is easy: 15 = 3 x 5
Factoring large numbers is hard classically: O(exp(N1/3)) time for N digit-numbers
536939683642691194607950541533260051860418183893023116620231731884706135841697779
81247775554355964649044526158042091770292405381561410352725541976253778624830290
518096150501270434149272610204114236496946309670910771714302797950221151202416796
22849447805650987368350247829683054309216276674509735105639240298977591783205062
1619158848593319454766098482875128834780988979751083723214381986678381350567167
=
4363637625931498167701061252972058930130370651588109946621952523434903606572651613287
3421237667900245913537253744354928238018040554845306796065865605354860834270732796989
4210413710440109013191728001673
*
1230486419064350262435007521990111788816176581586683476039159532309509792696707176253
0052007668467350605879541695798973080376300970096911310297914332946223591672260748684
8670728527914505738619291595079

Polynomial time on a quantum computer (P. Shor)
Matthias Troyer
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Solving linear systems of equations
▪ Solve linear system Ax=b in log(N) time
Harrow, Hassidim, Lloyd, PRL (2009)

▪ Time evolution using the matrix A
needs to be implemented efficiently

lx

e−iAt b

ly

Scattered Field

▪ Exponential speedup for
wave scattering problem (Clader et al, PRL, 2013)!
▪

Incident Field

Estimated to use 1029 gate operations for a problem that
is still tractable on a classical supercomputer
and less dense when lower accuracy is sufficient. However one of the key constraints with the QLSA is th
(arXiv:1505.06552). Significant optimization is required!
elements must be efficiently computable. This restricts one to semi-regular or functionally defined mesh

FIG. 9. Two-dimensional finite element mesh with square finite elements. The scattering region is shown in gre
any arbitrary design. The incident field interacts with the metallic scatterer and scatters o↵ into all directions.

As a simple toy–problem example, we will model the scattering of a plane wave o↵ an arbitrary
scattering region with a uniform rectangular mesh, as shown in Fig. 9. Following standard FEM techn
write the free-space Maxwell’s equation as a functional
Z
Z
⇥
⇤
F (E) =
(r ⇥ E) · (r ⇥ E) k 2 E · E dV + ik
E t · E t dS,
V

where

S

Matthias Troyer

E(x, y) = E0 p̂e

ik·r(x,y)
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International Journal of Theoretical Physics, VoL 21, Nos. 6/7, 1982

International Journal of Theoretical Physics, VoL 21, Nos. 6/7, 1982

Simulating Physics with Computers
Richard P. Feynman

Feynman proposed to use quantum
Received May 7, 1981
Simulating Physics with Computers computers to simulate quantum physics

Department of Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91107

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

Richard P. Feynman

We can surpass the best classical
computers with only 50 qubits!

On the program it says this is a keynote speech--and I don't know
Department
California
Pasadena,
what a keynote
speechofis.Physics,
I do not
intend inInstitute
any wayoftoTechnology,
suggest what
should California 91107
be in this meeting as a keynote of the subjects or anything like that. I have
Received
May 7,no1981
my own things to say and to talk about
and there's
implication that
anybody needs to talk about the same thing or anything like it. So what I
want to talk about is what Mike Dertouzos suggested that nobody would
talk about. I want to talk about the problem of simulating physics with
1. I way
N T Rwhich
O D UI C
O N to explain.
computers and I mean that in a specific
amT Igoing
The reason for doing this is something that I learned about from Ed
Fredkin, On
and my
interestitinsays
the subject
inspiredspeech--and
by him. It
the entire
program
this ishasa been
keynote
I don't know
has to do with learning something about the possibilities of computers, and
what a keynote speech is. I do not intend in any way to suggest what should
also something about possibilities in physics. If we suppose that we know all
in this
keynote
of the
anything
thebe
physical
lawsmeeting
perfectly,as
of acourse
we don't
have subjects
to pay anyorattention
to like that. I have
computers.
interesting
anyway
entertain
oneself with
idea that
my ownIt'sthings
to say
andto to
talk about
and the
there's
no implication that
we've
got something
physical
laws; and
if I or
takeanything
a relaxed like it. So what I
anybody
needstotolearn
talkabout
about
the same
thing
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Simulating quantum materials on a quantum computer
Can we use quantum computers to design new quantum materials?
▪

A room-temperature superconductor?

▪

Non-toxic designer pigments?

▪

A catalyst for carbon sequestration?

▪

Better catalysts for nitrogen fixation (fertilizer)?

Solving materials challenges with strong correlations has
▪ exponentially complexity on classical hardware
▪ polynomial complexity on quantum hardware!

Matthias Troyer
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The polynomial time quantum shock
▪ Estimates for an example molecule: Fe2S2 with 118 spin-orbitals
Gate count

1018

Parallel circuit depth

1017

Run time @ 100ns logical time

300 years

Matthias Troyer
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Quantum software optimization
▪ Estimates for an example molecule: Fe2S2 with 118 spin-orbitals
Gate count

1018

Reduced gate count

1011

Parallel circuit depth

1017

Parallel circuit depth

1010

Run time @ 100ns logical time

300 years

Run time @ 100ns gate time

20 minutes

▪ Attempting to reduce the horrendous runtime estimates we achieved
Wecker et al., PRA (2014), Hastings et al., QIC (2015), Poulin et al., QIC (2015)
▪ Reuse of computations:
▪ Parallelization of terms:
▪ Optimizing circuits:
▪ Smart interleaving of terms:
▪ Multi-resolution time evolution:
▪ Better phase estimation algorithms:

O(N) reduction in gates
O(N) reduction in circuit depth
4x reduction in gates
10x reduction in time steps
10x reduction in gates
4x reduction in rotation gates

Matthias Troyer
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Nitrogen fixation: a potential killer-app
Fertilizer production using Haber-Bosch process (1909)
Requires high pressures and temperatures
3-5% of the world’s natural gas
1-2% of the world’s annual energy

But bacteria can do it at room temperature!
Quantum solution using about 200 qubits
▪ Understand how bacteria manage to turn air into ammonia!
▪ Design a catalyst to enable inexpensive fertilizer production?

Matthias Troyer
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Quantum computers are around the corner
▪ Will solve some problems exponentially faster than the best classical algorithms
▪ Break RSA and ECC cryptography
▪ Accurately solve problems in quantum chemistry and materials science
▪ Accelerate solving linear systems of equations and machine learning
▪ Quantum computers require radically different programming paradigms:
reversible computing and “extreme SIMD” algorithms
▪ First devices will have limited number of qubits, making algorithmic optimization
and hardware-software co-design crucial

Matthias Troyer
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Computation is becoming quantum
▪ First devices can be bought
▪ Quantum random numbers
▪ Quantum communication

▪ Analog devices for solving problems
▪ “solve” quantum models by implementing them in the lab
▪ solve optimization problems through quantum annealing

▪ Quantum computers will revolutionize computing
▪
▪

Breaking of RSA encryption (?)
Design of catalysts and materials

▪

Secure and private cloud computing

Need quantum software engineers to find more applications!
New ideas by bright students! Quantum games, quantum Facebook ….
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